
Medieval Times
Religion & Law and Order



Christianity

The only officially recognized religion during the High Middle Ages

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ra2t3S8jp8w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ra2t3S8jp8w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ra2t3S8jp8w


Law & Order



In the middle ages 
there were no 
police as we know 
them. The people 
had to do the work 
of keeping law and 
order themselves. 
This was not as 
difficult as it might 
sound. Why?



• most towns and villages were small 
enough for everyone to know everyone

• Strangers were noticed at once so it was 
difficult to run away unless they went  into 
hiding in the forests as outlaws

• But because there were no police it was 
easy to commit crimes in darkness and 
lonely places.



Some methods used were...

Tything

The Constable

Hue and Cry



By Mr Yelland      Downloaded from Kings School



But, punishments were 
severe...



Law and order was very 
harsh in Medieval England. 
It was believed that people 
would only learn how to 
behave properly if they 
feared what would happen 
to them if they broke the 
law. Even the ‘smallest’ 
offences had serious 
punishments.



Crime was a...

menace to order and society, as well as an 

insult to divine majesty. Thus it was natural 

that the late Middle Ages should become the 

special period of judicial cruelty.



Crime and Punishment

Using the graphic organizers, decide what you 
believe is an appropriate punishment for each 

crime...



What did they do in Medieval Times?



Being a tramp: travelling and begging

Your punishment?

Medieval:

Being whipped and having a hole

burned through the right ear

X2: a hole burned through your other ear

X3: execution



A woman poisoning her husband

Your punishment?

Medieval:

Being burned alive



A man poisons another man, even if 
he does not die

Your punishment?

Medieval:

Be boiled in water or lead



Lying in court (perjury)

Your punishment?

Medieval:

Branded on the forehead using the letter “P”



Helping or sheltering someone who is a 
murderer

Your punishment?

Medieval:

Death by hanging



Stealing

Your punishment?

Medieval:

Branded with the letter “F” on the cheek, ears cut off, nostrils slit, and 
hands cut off

What does the “F” stand for?



You could be tried in manor court for these 
things:





Deciding Guilt:

Trial by Ordeal
OR

Trial by Battle



Trial by Ordeal: Trial by Battle / Combat

1. Trial by water

2. Trial by poison

3. Trial by fire



TRIAL BY BATTLE



Medieval Courts

P. 162



Your task

Complete the drawings of each type of trial.

Then answer the following questions:

1. Do you think these are fair methods to decide whether someone 
was guilty of a crime?

2. Why were punishments so severe in the Middle Ages?



A paragraph...

Who held the power in medieval society, what were medieval laws 
based on, nad why did the system work?

Summarize the main ideas, choosing details and examples for 
support.



Your task:

1. Complete the reading and questions provided

2. For Friday:

• Answer the following questions & submit with your trial drawings :

1. During the Middle Ages, were the methods fair to decide whether 
someone was guilty of a crime? Why or why not?

2. Why were punishments so severe in the Middle Ages?
3. Do you believe it is right to have the death penalty for criminals 

today. Why or why not? Answer as a paragraph in at least 5 
sentences.


